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Synopsis 
 Deeply connected, Electron and Positron long to 
touch but doing so would mean their annihilation. 
Guided by the nihilistic and reckless Entropy, their 
search for identity and meaning leads to black 
holes, parallel universes, encounters with the laws 
of physics – and ultimately the end of the universe 
as we know it. 

 

Overture – Baron Entropy, annoyed by the order in 
its universe, determines to increase its chaos and 
so increase its own power. 

Act 1 - The quantum entanglement state of Electron 
and Positron denies their love. This amuses Baron 
Entropy. The consequent argument makes Electron fly 
towards a black hole, crossing the event horizon, 
where it meets Gravity and Singularity.  

Act 2 – Inside the black hole, Singularity reveals 
to Electron a possibility to save its universe by 
finding the mythical Graviton. Other Electrons from 
different parallel universes appear and make 
Electron determine its future. She finally escapes 
into the future by Hawking Radiation.  

Interval 

Act 3 – Baron Entropy’s plans are temporarily   
frustrated by Electron’s journey inside the Black 
Hole. That’s why it partners Positron to travel and 
meet Electron in the future, where Entropy becomes 
more powerful. However, Electron is determined to 
fight for Positron’s love to the very last moment of 
the universe. 

 

Why an opera about physics?  

 Physics is one of the most exciting and 
interesting subjects. So many ideas and concepts are 
relatable to many parts of our lives, and yet, we do 
not often talk about it in that sense. But opera, 
which is based very much on human emotions, brings 
something else to the physics. It allows us to think 
about it in respect to ourselves because of what we 
expect when we go to the theatre. 

 Entanglement! looks back to the past and to the 
future. Although the characters may be concepts or 
forces of nature, there is not much difference to 
the old stories about gods and mortals. However, it 
presents, at the same time, some of the most forward 
thinking ideas and discoveries of physics. It is, 
ultimately, a tale of love and discovery. As 
somebody said, it could be considered the “Romeo and 
Juliet” of particle physics. 

About us 
 
 Infinite Opera is a Birmingham based opera 
troupe, creating new works to explain and describe 
the wonders of our universe through the art form of 
opera. We are currently in residence at Grand Union 
Studios, Digbeth. Outside of writing opera we also 
do workshops (collaborating with the Welsh National 
Opera and the Birmingham School of Art) and we are 
producing a series of podcasts about opera and 
feminism. 
 Future projects include a 2019 tour of our 
cosmic dissemination opera “Entanglement! An 
Entropic Tale” at universities across the UK. We are 
also writing our second opera “Besse” a triptych of 
short operas about feminism, fermentation, brewsters 
and witchcraft. 



	

Roxanne Korda 

 
Roxanne Korda is an opera singer, librettist, and a 
physicist specialized on feminism. She is co-founder 
of Infinite Opera. 
 
She graduated in Physics and Philosophy (First) at 
King’s College London, where she wrote a biography 
of Rosalind Franklin, focused on the sexism she 
suffered during her investigations. She is an opera 
singer, with a Masters (Distinction) from the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire.    
 
Roxanne’s career as a singer includes the roles of 
Rosalinda (Die Fledermaus), Lucy Lockitt (The 
Beggar’s Opera), Nora (Riders to the Sea), 
Fiordiligi (Cosi Fan Tutte) and Baron Entropy 
(Entanglement! An Entropic Tale). She has also sung 
the Vier Letzte Lieder of R. Strauss. She is 
interested in film and cinema, introducing opera in 
the 48 hr. Film Project, winning 2 prizes.   

Daniel Blanco Albert 

 
	Daniel Blanco Albert is a composer, trumpeter and 
conductor. He is co-founder of Infinite Opera.  
 
He graduated in Composition (First) at the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire, where he got his Masters 
in Composition (Distinction) granted by a Leverhulme 
Trust Arts Scholarship. He also graduated in 
Composition at the Valencia Conservatoire, where he 
won the Extraordinary Composition Award.  
 
 Dani has composed music for several theatre 
plays, collaborating intensively with the Birmingham 
School of Acting, some of them touring around 
Europe.  He has also composed music for different 
ensembles and soloists in the UK. That background 
brought him into the field of opera. His music has 
been supported by different funding bodies, 
including Arts Council England and the Hinrichsen 
Foundation.   



	
Elizabeth Marshall 

Elizabeth studied at York 
University to right after 
continue her vocal training at 
the Bayerische Theaterakademie 
in Munich.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Matus Tomko 
	Matthew began his singing 
career as a student at the 
Conservatoire of Music in 
Bratislava. From 2006 to 2011 
he was appointed as a 
principal soloist at the 
National Opera House in 
Kosice, Slovakia. Between 2011 
and 2016 Matthew toured with 
Co-Opera Co in the UK, also 
gaining a Diploma in Vocal 

Performance at the Royal College of Music in London. 
Matthew has sung a big part of the repertoire as a 
bass, also premiering new operas in Slovakia, Hungary 
and the UK. 
 
 
 

Amy van Walsum 
Amy is a soprano studying 
under the tutelage of Maureen 
Brathwaite.  
She has been involved in 
several projects involving 
contemporary music. She has 
sung Andrew Toovey’s Knob and 
she is currently developing a 
project revisiting the Nine 
Metamorphoses of Erik Satie. 
She sung Jeptha and Messiah 
oratorios at the British 
Isles Music Festival 2017 
 

 

Charlotte Sleet 
Mezzo-soprano, studies with 
Louise Crane. Charlotte 
sings with St Chad’s 
Cathedral Choir and is an 
active participant in other 
choral projects in 
Birmingham, including 
ethereal Scandinavian music 
with Polaris Vocal Ensemble 
and contemporary music with 
Via Nova. Charlotte has 
recently returned from Italy with Renaissance 
ensemble L’Offerta Musicale di Venezia. 
 

 
 



	
Aleksandar Dundjerovic 

Professor in performing Arts at 
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire, is 
an international award winning 
professional theatre director. In 
his 26-year theatre career, he has 
directed across Britain, Ireland, 
Serbia, Romania, Iran, Colombia, 
Japan, Brazil and Canada. His 
practice as research involves a 
unique approach to 
staging/adapting theatre text 
using multimedia arts combined 

with live performance in the adaptation of well-
established and canonical theatre texts.  
Aleksandar also works within cultural/social contexts 
of international theatre, investigating ways in which 
theatre performance changes and transforms based on 
the audience’s input and participation.  
 

Maria José Martínez 
María José Martínez Sánchez 
lectures at the School of 
Architecture and Design of 
Birmingham City University and 
researcher of the Center for 
Interdisciplinary Performing Arts 
at the Royal Birmingham 
Conservatoire. Her career is 
focused on performing arts, working 

in many projects on scenography in London, Madrid or 
Birmingham. She has also won several awards. 

Henry Korda 
Henry Korda is a British visual artist who was born 
in 1957. He studied at the Royal Academy of Art in 
London. 
Many works by the artist have been sold at auction, 
including 'Swimming' sold at Christie's South 
Kensington '20th Century British Art ' in 2011. His 
work is mainly figurative. He has also worked for 
theatre, painting backdrops for several 
productions, including ballet and opera. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 



	
Entanglement! An entropic tale 
opera in 3 acts 
 
Music   - Daniel Blanco  
Libretto  - Roxanne Korda  
Directed  - Roxanne Korda and  
     Daniel Blanco 
   With the collaboration of  
   Aleksandar Dundjerovic 
Produced  - Infinite Opera 
Duration  – 90 minutes + 20 min   
   interval 
 
Cast 
 
Baron Entropy  – Roxanne Korda 
Electron   – Amy van Walsum 
Positron   – Charlotte Sleet 
Gravity/  – Elisabeth Marshall 
Parallel Electrons       
Singularity  – Matus Tomko 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Artistic team 

 
Stage design   – Infinite Opera 
Backdrop & Clock  – Henry Korda 
Inflatables   – Maria José   

             Martínez & 
       Students from  

          Interior Design  
          (BCU) 
Light design  - Infinite Opera  

          & Anthony Williams 
Projections     – Daniel Blanco 
Surtitles (Eng)  – Roxanne Korda 
Surtitles (Esp)  – Daniel Blanco 
  
Stage manager   - Anthony Williams 
 
 Special Thanks:  - ACE, Midland   
Opera, Michael Wolters, Gerardo 
Adesso, Shona Powell, Grand Union, 
Simon Bloomfield, Sandra Taylor, Tête 
à Tête Opera Festival, Edwin Roxburgh, 
Andrew Toovey, Gareth Roberts, Maureen 
Brathwaite and our families  
 
 



	
Links: 
Trailer:  https://youtu.be/hAfNDvt6iDA 
Interview:  https://youtu.be/c2fansibm6o 
Excerpt:  https://youtu.be/PpeRwbGGHSA 
(for more footage please contact admin@infiniteopera.com) 
 

Press releases and others: 
- https://www.whatsonlive.co.uk/interviews/qa-with-the-

composer-and-librettist-of-entanglement-an-entropic-
tale/15460 

- https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/news/pressreleases/2018/n
ovember/the-romeo-and-juliet-of-particle-physics-
comes-to-lakeside.aspx 

- https://www.bcu.ac.uk/news-events/news/birminghams-
infinite-opera-takes-on-the-end-of-the-universe 

- https://quantarei.wordpress.com/2018/11/06/in-pursuit-
of-the-deepest-link/ 

- http://operawire.com/_infiniteoperacompany/ 
- https://fsmcv.org/actualidad/noticias/compositor-

daniel-blanco-albert-estrena-inglaterra-opera-
entanglement-an-entropic-tale 

- https://www.leftlion.co.uk/read/2018/december/entangle
ment-entropic-tale-lakeside-djanogly/ 

- https://www.tete-a-tete.org.uk/event/entanglement-an-
entropic-tale/ 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What people say… 

“It is a terrific opera” 
                          Edwin Roxburgh, about 
Infinite Opera’s Entanglement! An Entropic Tale 
  
                                  “I soon decided 
I definitely like electrons a lot more when they 
can sing” 
                                   Operissima, 
about Entanglement! An Entropic Tale‘s short version 
performance at RADA Studios 
 
“The show very effectively represents the 
paradoxes and haphazardness of nature, with the 
music beautifully composed to create an ethereal 
atmosphere. […] This is definitely one for the 
science student and music lover alike” 
     Anna Marshall from Leftlion, 
about the full production at Nottingham Lakeside Arts 



	
A flexible dissemination opera 
 Willing to bring this opera to the widest 
audience, we can perform Entanglement! An Entropic 
Tale in different versions developed to adapt to 
the space and technicalities of the venue. 

Full production – (technical details in the 
Technical Dossier) It is our main production, 
including a black hole, several hanging structures 
representing parallel universes and an office 
space for Entropy decorated by a long backdrop. 

Small Black Box studio – Designed originally for a 
space of less than 100 people capacity. This is 
the version we performed in the premiere of the 
opera at the Opening Festival of the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire. The hanging elements are 
reduced and it creates for an intimate opera 
experience.  

Location based production – We are happy to adapt 
the production to spaces such as chapels, foyers, 
galleries, outside locations, etc. We only need 
space to accommodate 7 musicians and the cast. 
This kind of production has to be discussed prior 
with Infinite Opera’s artistic team to adapt 
Entanglement! to the space. The flexibility of the 
plot, allow us to use the very own elements of the 
location to support and enhance the performance. 
Our performance at King’s College London Chapel is 
an example. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RADA Studios London (August 2018) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Royal Birmingham Conservatoire (April 2018) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

King’s College London Chapel (November 2018) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nottingham Lakeside Arts (November 2018) 



	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q&A session with 
Prof. Gerardo Adesso 
Prof. Mark Fromhold 
Timothy Rushby 
Roxanne Korda 
Daniel Blanco Albert 
 
The show is usually accompanied 
by a science dissemination 
activity and a post-show Q&A 
panel about the science/art link 
 
(Nottingham Lakeside Arts 
 November 2018) 



	

Logistic information: 
Ensemble: 
Violin x2, viola, cello 
Flute, clarinet, trumpet 
Piano (baby grand or keyboard) 
Conductor 
Cast: 
Soprano x 3 
Mezzo-soprano 
Bass 
Technical team: 
Stage manager 
Stage hand/surtitles 
 

For the technical dossier please contact: 
performances@infiniteopera.com 

 
Diffusion: 
Name of the opera: Entanglement! An entropic tale 
Music: Daniel Blanco Albert 
Libretto: Roxanne Korda 
Directed by: Roxanne Korda and  
             Daniel Blanco Albert 
Diffusion: A production of Infinite Opera  
Nationality: United Kingdom/Spain 

 

CONTACT: 
 

admin@infiniteopera.com 
	

www.infiniteopera.com 
 

Fb/Infiniteopera 
Tw@infiniteopera 

In/infiniteoperaco 
 

Daniel Blanco Albert (+44) 07542 358907 
dani@infiniteopera.com 

 
Roxanne Korda (+44) 07910 730833 

roxanne@infiniteopera.com 
 

	
	
	
	



	

	
	

	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


